DRONE RECORDS

NEWSFLASH

NOVEMBER 2013

Dear Droners, here's the 7th update for this year, NOVEMBER 2013 !
(a much better looking formatted version can be seen / downloaded from: ) www.dronerecords.de/download/Newsflash13-11.pdf

HIGHLIGHTS & MAIN RELEASES in this update: NEW albums by NURSE WITH WOUND (on 4 (!) different formats with luxurious artworks), TIM HECKER (do-LP & CD!), ESPLENDOR
GEOMETRICO (do-LP & CD!), ANDREW CHALK (LP with TOM JAMES SCOTT), XABEC (final release), RAPOON, LAGOWSKI, ALIO DIE (with ZEIT), ANDREW LILES (goes dub!), RESIDENTS,
BIG CITY ORCHESTRA (very lim CDR & MC!), THE NECKS, HATI (lim. box), MARGINAL CONSORT (4 LP set on PAN by the heritage of TAJ MAHAL TRAVELLERS!), a CARTER TUTTI 10", IRM
doCD, LE SYNDICAT LP (with SEKTOR304), FROG LP (aka BRUME!) with great industrial pulses, B°TONG, SKULLFLOWER (split LP with MASTERY), and RE-ISSUES of important works by
BAD SECTOR, ELIANE RADIGUE, RAISON D'ETRE, FRANCISCO LOPEZ (with JORGE REYES), VOX POPULI!, ....
& as usual some personal recommendations of the (maybe) more unknown stuff: two CD compilations with female artists from East Asia and experimental acts from Africa on SYRPHE,
THEOLOGIANS debut album from 2010 with monolithic despair drones, great LP by new band KWAIDAN (LOCRIAN-periphery), a lovely documentation about Ethopian music & dances from
OLIVIA WYATT (DVD/CD/book on Sublime Freq), more incredible ethno sounds on MYSTIC SOUNDZ FROM INDIA (LP), the new album by ESMERINE (with GODSPEED / A SILVER MT.
members), the very good second X-NAVI:ET LP around the topic 'city', Russian archaic post industrial from Siberian act ZINC ROOM, AUDELA's new album with dark transcension drones, the big
book with 3 CDs from British land art sound artist WILL MENTER, ambient industrial discoveries VELEMARA and ORO!ORO! from Lithuania, excellent experimental ambience from ALUVIANA, not
to forget YRSEL's minimal doomy ambience "Abraxas" on doLP and CD, ...and and and... so much balm for the suffering modern soul..
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum
order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for
very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot !
BEST DRONES !! BaraKa[H]

NR.
-

TITLE

1

1000SCHOEN - Amish Glamour

2

ALIO DIE & ZEIT - A Circular
Quest

3

4

ALUVIANA - Tonicna Negibnost

AMACHER, MARYANNE - Sound
Characters (making the Third
Ear)

FORMAT LABEL & CAT- YEAR?
NR
do-CD

Nitkie Records Patch
ten

CD

Hic Sunt Leones HSL
069

CD

CD

Syrphe S011

Tzadik TZ7043

SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS -

PRICE

2012

re-issue of stunning CD-R from 2008 (Lucioleditions), plus new work "Forests
at Night" on second CD; lim. 500 six-panel digisleeve; 1000SCHOEN is the
project of Bremen-based painter & atmospheric designer HELGE SIEHL
(formerly of MAEROR TRI)

€17,00

www.nitkie.ru

2013

STEFANO MUSSO (ALIO DIE) and TOMMASO CIMO create 'circulating'
drones again, on their fourth collaboration album; extremely meditative sacral
ambience for full self-absorption, timeless & extremely subtle.... 5 tracks, 61+
minutes playtime

€15,00

www.aliodie.com

2012

second full length album by this very promising experimental ambience
project from Slovenia => non-usual dark atmospherics with a "deranged" and
surealistic note with many breaks & surprises.. . (think of IRR.APP.(ext.),
etc.)- lim. 200 - handpainted covers, really nice & unique each one (full
colour)

€13,00

www.syrphe.com

1999

a collection of electronic soundscapes and "ear dances" by this prolific US
composer, many of them used as installation pieces for large spaces; very
varied works: sinus-tone sequences, heavenly drones & massive electrostorms (from her series of works "Music for Sound Joined Rooms") creating
immersive aural architectures for multiple rooms (the rooms become
loudspeakers), with amazing concepts.... "sound traveling through walls,
floors, rooms, corridors.."... highly recommended!

€16,50

www.tzadik.com

1

MORE INFO WWW

2013

lost album from 2005 by AIH & AIL of ARKTAU EOS and JKV of ZOÄT-AON,
which now sees the daylight under a special collaboration name... very very
pure 'primitive' & percussive archaic ritual muzak, at times very ecstatic &
trance-inducing, using only voices, percussive / ethnic / original instruments &
objects, no electronics or artificial effects!! Lim. 289 copies in silkscreened
cardboard box with two hand-finished inlays, as usual excellent / special
artwork from AURAL HYPNOX

€14,00

www.auralhypnox.com

€25,00

www.miru-mir.info

5

ARKTAU AON - Ikuisuus näkyy
luiden läpi

6

ARTEMIEV, EDWARD - Solaris Music from the Motion Picture

LP

Mirumir MIR100708

2013

first part of the re-issue of a dutch do-LP from 1990 (second part is MIRUMIR
100709) collecting new versions of film-scores for three classic TARKOWKY
films, recorded by ARTEMIEV in Moscow 1989-1990; these are the seven
tracks that made up SOLARIS

7

AUDELA - NBPN

CD

Plague Recordings /
Black Death Series
BDS007

2013

the excellent anonymous "intergalactic ambient formation" with a new album,
very dense & subtle otherworldly ghost-drones, eerie & monolithic... 4 long
tracks, 56+ minutes

€12,00

http://plaguerecordings.bandcamp.com

€18,00

www.loki-found.de

www.banabila.com

CD

Aural Hypnox
[AHUE01]

do-CD

Power & Steel PAS 33

2013

re-issue of deleted 2005 release (Waystyx) dedicated to Russian space
missions & cosmonautic topics, using sounds from original Soviet synths like
the ANS & radio signal recordings... comes with the rare bous-mCDR and 5
more bonus-tracks in box with 12p booklet => ground-breaking work of
electro-acoustic drones on the border of science & sound

9

BANABILA & MACHINEFABRIEK
- Travelog

CD

Tapu Records TRBOP
21 / Lumberton
Trading Comp.
LUMB022

2013

second collab-album by these two dutch projects, exotic and sweet
melancholic electronica.. . 'enormously laid-back work full of tropical pastel
layers, sunlit beach sceneries and diffuse avenues..' [AmbientExotica]

€12,00

10

BIG CITY ORCHESTRA ACCIAIO

MC

VIRRASH VR06

2012

super rare MC only release, with a handmade die-cut (!) cover; Australian
import, lim. to 50 copies !! BCO goes "well not sure what it is but it sounds
weird anyway"..

€8,00

http://virulentrationality.blogspot.de

11

BIG CITY ORCHESTRA Screaming Meeme

CD-R

Phase! Records PHR98

2013

rare release on greek label - very ambient - droney - mysterious - 70 min
playtime; lim. 65 only, completely handmade cover (collaged cardboard with
obi) = TOP album !!

€8,50

www.phasejunk.com

8

BAD SECTOR - Kosmodrom

12 BIOSPHERE / DEATHPROD Nordheim transformed
13

BLUE SABBATH BLACK FIJI Mistake of a small Bird

BROKEN PENIS ORCHESTRA 14 Broken Runzel.eb Penis
Gurgel.er Orchestra
B*TONG & BEYOND THE
15
ELLIPSE OF TIME - same
16

CABARET VOLTAIRE - Archive
#828285 Live

CD

LP

Rune Grammofon
RCD2005
Feeding Tube Records
FTR053

MC

Fragmented Factory
[FRAG24]

CD

1998

2011

BIOSPHERE & DEATHPROD working on original material from the 60'/70's
by legendary Norwegian electronic music composer ARNE NORDHEIM =>
crystal clear, cold ambience & pulsations... back in stock last copies!
insane sound from this Scottish (?) male/female duo using tortured guitars,
disco beat boxes, roaring noises, deranged vocals... "destroyed as a bombed
out building"... quite crazy & original psychedelic/nihilistic acid noise, their
second LP , lim. 500

€16,00

www.runegrammofon.com

€16,50
www.feedingtuberecords.com

€7,50

www.fragmentfactory.com

2013

very dark split & collaboration album of Swiss master-droner B°TONG with
the unknown BEYOND THE ELLIPSE OF TIME, 7 tracks of refined, deep
abyssmal ambience, creating an eerie atmosphere of 'something going on
underneath', always on the edge to noisy fields and nightmarish dreams...

€12,00

www.msk-productions.org

2013

live-recordings from 1982 & 1985 (Liverpool, Sheffield, Toronto) by the British
electro/industrial pioneers, after CHRIS WATSON left the band... 'much more

€20,00

2012

lim. 100 (C-23), re-arrangement of RUDOLF EB.ER material

Makabre Sinister
Kabaret Productions
MSK-007

3 x CD BOX Intone INTONE 8CD

2

anarchic than the studio recordings' from that period: released on RICHARD
H. KIRKs own label, comes with 28p booklet / box

17 CARTER TUTTI - Coolicon
CARTER TUTTI - Feral Vapours
of the Silver Ether
CHALK, ANDREW / TOM JAMES
19
SCOTT - Wild Flowers
18

CHIOREANU, COSTIN - OUTSIDE
20 THE GREAT CIRCLE, WHERE
PURGATORY ENDS - OST

21 CLOCK DVA - Clock 2

22 DJINN - 1978

23

DOYLE, ROGER - Chalant Memento Mori

ECKLOFF, JÜRGEN / STEA
24 ANDREASSON & URK GITEN War has come home
25

EMME YA - Chthonic
Transmission (Abysmi Vel Daath)

26 ESMERINE - Dalmak

27 ESMERINE - Dalmak

10"

Conspiracy
International CTIV045

2013

the project of COSEY FANNI TUTTI & CHRIS CARTER with a 10" EP feat.
two very different versions of 'Coolicon', pulsating hypno-electronica !

€13,00

CD

Divine Frequency
Records DivF07

2008

now hard to find version of the second studio album by the ex T.G's formerly
known as CHRIS & COSEY, this US release comes with a bonus-track!

€17,00

www.divinefrequency.com

LP

Skire SKR01

2013

stunning first time collaboration, soft piano dropes & yearning drones,
creating an atmosphere of infinite nostalgia; very nice artwork, lim. 300

€18,00

http://skire-music.blogspot.co.uk

2013

Original Film Soundtrack to CHIOREANUs surrealistic / mythologic animationfilm feat. DAVID TIBET (CURRENT 93), ATTILA CSIHAR, MIRAI
KAWASHIMA (SIGH), KIMMO HELEN (HEXVESSEL), plus the exhibition
soundtrack "Where Purgatory Ends"; comes with DVD of the film & 4 page
12" inlay; lim. 300

€20,00

www.hallow-ground.blogspot.com

2013

finally out, NEW media release with NEW studio recordings => three new
studio tracks, 5 remixes, plus 4 video works & extensive PDF document text /
images (contains 8 x 24bit 48 kHz non compressed audio files - the highest
audio quality possible); USB-media !

€30,00

www.anteriorresearch.com

€13,00

www.oldeuropacafe.com

€15,00

www.psychonavigation.com

€25,00

www.90-prozent-wasser.de

LP & DVD

Hallow Ground
HG1303 / Edition Gris
EDGR#07

USB-stick

Anterior Research
Media Comm ARM
USB 1

CD

Old Europa Cafe
OECD182

2013

new album by this Italian "antisocial muzak" noise/dark ambient-artist,
inspired by the biggest mass-suicide happened in the modern area: the
Jonestown event in 1978, Nov. 18 - exactly the same day the man behind
DJINN was born (!) => ultra bleak misantrophic soundscapes full of
hopelessness and despair, with original quotes about the event appearing,
truly isolationistic & abysmal stuff..

CD

Psychonavigation
Records PSY 052

2012

emotional release by the Irish composer with 13 beautiful nostalgic tracks
using material from old / personal Telephone answering machine messages
from 1987-1989 (!), along with piano & synth-arrangements...

book / CD
CD

CD

LP

90% Wasser WCD
009
Cold Spring Records
CSR175CD

Constellation CST0962

Constellation CST0961

2005

comic art-book (full colour) & impressive audio-collage to the theme "9/11"
with paintings / drawings by URK GITEN + an unsettling earplay-like
experimental collage using many original found sounds by COLUMN ONE
member JÜRGEN ECKLOFF & STEA ANDREASSON (66 min); lim. 300

2013

music as an "alchemic process", in order to transform & mutate the very own
different personalities; second album on Cold Spring for this radical esoteric
South-American drone project, authentic waves of "magick" & ritual...

€12,00

www.coldspring.co.uk

2013

band project around BRUCE CAWDRON (G.Y.B.E.) and REBECCA FOON
(SILVER MT. ZION, SET FIRE TO FLAMES) with a great amalgam of
chamber music post-rock & oriental harmonies/influences.. mostly recorded in
Istanbul, feat various Turkish guest musicians; reminds on RACHEL's, the
more melodic / neo-classic / instrumental side of GYBE / SILVER MT. and
even SAVAGE REPUBLIC... uplifting melancholic beauty !!

€14,00

www.cstrecords.com

2013

band project around BRUCE CAWDRON (G.Y.B.E.) and REBECCA FOON
(SILVER MT. ZION, SET FIRE TO FLAMES) with a great amalgam of
chamber music post-rock & oriental harmonies/influences.. mostly recorded in
Istanbul, feat various Turkish guest musicians; reminds on RACHEL's, the
more melodic / neo-classic / instrumental side of GYBE / SILVER MT. and
even SAVAGE REPUBLIC... uplifting melancholic beauty !! Vinyl version

€22,50

www.cstrecords.com

3

comes with poster, inlay,& download code

Geometrik GR2130LP

2013

... still the most hypnotique, trance-inducing, energizing tribal industrial you
can find - these grooves can make you addicted - so subtle & stimulating at
the same time !! mastering by FRANCISCO LOPEZ, feat. TEHO TEARDO !
700 numbered copies, three bonus-tracks that are not on the CD version

€20,00

www.geometrikrecords.com

CD

Geometrik GR2130

2013

... still the most hypnotique, trance-inducing, energizing tribal industrial you
can find - these grooves can make you addicted - so subtle & stimulating at
the same time !! mastering by FRANCISCO LOPEZ, feat. TEHO TEARDO !

€13,00

www.geometrikrecords.com

LP

Rotorelief
ROTOR0032

2013

side-project of CHRISTIAN RENOU (BRUME), dedicated to different forms of
percussive music, concentrating on "textures" => industrial pulsations &
greatly effected droney vibes, slow minimal hypno beats.. great new direction!
lim. 333 copies

€20,00

www.rotorelief.com

CD

Obfuscated Records
OR21

2013

'Every person is just a gear in a system" - ambient Industrial newcomer from
southern Germany (Freiburg) with a nice blend of loops, drones & samples,
dark atmospheric noises with a political message, to discover! Replicated full
colour CD (not CDR), lim. 100 only!

€12,00

www.obfuscatedrecords.com

2013

wood-box set for the 10th anniversary of HATI's live-work, feat. the early
years 2003-2006 (including the Drone Rec. 7" ) - the first albums &
unreleased bonus material: 2 x MC, 2 x CD-R , 1 x CD, 4 full-colour
postcards, sticker, pin, signed certificate... lim./numbered ed. of 65 in great
wood box. we have only two copies for sale !

€50,00

www.zoharum.com

2013

'All that is solid melts into air' - highly praised new album by the Canadian
digital ambient master, using many instrumental sounds of live musicians,
with surprising arrangments & atmospheres & a greater variety and openness
as before....."Hecker's abstractions have never been more expressive" [SPIN]

€15,00

www.kranky.net

Kranky KRANK 183

2013

'All that is solid melts into air' - highly praised new album by the Canadian
digital ambient master, using many instrumental sounds of live musicians,
with surprising arrangments & atmospheres & a greater variety and openness
as before....."Hecker's abstractions have never been more expressive"
[SPIN]; lim. vinyl version, gatefold sleeve

€22,50

www.kranky.net

Rune Grammofon
RCD 2147

2013

tone poems and mood pieces located around religious buildings and ruins' new album by the prolific Norwegian trumpet & horn-player (& member of
SUPERSILENT), inspired by the geology of his homeland...

€14,50

www.runegrammofon.com

Rune Grammofon RLP
3147

2013

tone poems and mood pieces located around religious buildings and ruins' new album by the prolific Norwegian trumpet & horn-player (& member of
SUPERSILENT), inspired by the geology of his homeland... ; vinyl version lim.
500, comes with full album on CD

€21,00

www.runegrammofon.com

2012

massive collection of rare & lost & live material by one of the best
true/authentic "body & pain" industrial & power electronics projects from
Scandinavia, existing since 1997, inspired by such extreme artists / persons
as FRANCIS BACON, RUDOLF SCHWARZKOGLER or MISHIMA; luxurious
boxset with 20 p. booklet; lim. 500

€20,00

www.autarkeia.org

2013

debut-album of new band project from Chicago (?) with members of
LOCRIAN and ZELIENOPLE (guitar-synth-piano-percussion), creating full
tension & very subtle acoustic instrumental drone, reminds on CLEARED,

€19,50

www.batheticrecords.com

28

ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO Ultraphoon

do-LP

29

ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO Ultraphoon

30 FROG - Frog 2

31 GRODOCK - Verwerfungen

32 HATI - Zero Coma Zero +

33 HECKER, TIM - Virgins

34 HECKER, TIM - Virgins

BOX

CD

do-LP

35

HENRIKSEN, ARVE - Places of
Worship

CD

36

HENRIKSEN, ARVE - Places of
Worship

LP & CD

37 IRM - Anthology

38

KWAIDAN - Make all the Hell of
Dark Metal Bright

Zoharum

Kranky KRANK 183

do-CD BOX Autarkeia ACD 065

LP

Bathetic Records
BATHETIC 72

4

TARENTEL or MANINKARI, very very good!!!

39 LAGOWSKI - Redesine+

40

41

LARKIAN - Dotted Drives &
Drone Delays

LE SYNDICAT & SEKTOR 304 Geometry of Chromium Skin

CD

12"

LP

Zoharum ZOHAR 0562

Dead Vox

Rotorelief
ROTOR0034

2013

first album in 7 years - retro-futuristic industrial pop and hyper-synthetic, polyrhythmic dark techno... for fans of "electronic" CLOCK DVA, etc.. lim. 300
copies only !

€13,00

www.zoharum.com

2013

long play 12" / mini-LP by the guitar-drone project of CYRIL MONNARD from
Lausanne (Switzerland), layering slowly levels of guitar & synth harmonics,
developing into very spheric drone-monuments....not unlike AIDAN BAKER,
N, ULTRASOUND or FEARFALLSBURNING.. very nice! Comes with big
postcard & download code

€12,50

www.deadvox.com

2013

the French bruitists are back and collaborate here with the Portugesian
SEKTOR 304 (known for two great albums of rhythmic "old school" industrial
on Malignant) - 'rearranging, transforming, mutating & sometimes destroying
each other sounds' - for a very powerful, multi-layered percussive album,
really massive & almost orchestral, electronics & handplayed stuff merge...

€20,00

www.rotorelief.com

€24,00

www.oral.qc.ca

42

LETHE - Catastrophe Point #9 &
#10

do-CD

ORAL - oral 56

2013

"exploring the mysterious atmosphere of disused urban sites" - works Nr. 9 &
10 in this series were recorded in a huge silo & a long time closed tunnel in
Montreal => pure acoustic, full reverberating & often metal object-based
soundscapes, reminds on ORGANUM, YOSHI WADA, TOSHIYA TSUNODA,
Z'EV...

43

LILES, ANDREW - Ninki Nanka,
Yumboes & Monsters

CD

Dirter Prom.
DPROMCD42

2012

LILES goes DUB! Another crazed out album in the Monster-series, somehow
based on remixes from remixes from LEE 'SCRATCH' PERRY, enriched with
animal sounds & groaning, etc.. you have been warned !!

€13,00

www.dirter.co.uk

€13,00

www.desirerecords.bigcartel.com

44

LIVE SKULL - Bringing Home the
Bait

45 LIVE SKULL - EP

46 LOCRIAN - Return to Annihilation

47

48

LOPEZ, FRANCISCO & JORGE
REYES - TLALOC

MARGINAL CONSORT - INSTAL.
Glasgow 2008

CD

Desire Records
dsr057CD

2013

re-issue of one of the greatest & most massive "noise rock" albums ever
published (1985); together with SWANS and SONIC YOUTH, LIVE SKULL
formed the "New York Noise" movement in the 80's; their songs were
extremely abysmal & dark & powerful with incredible guitar-sounds; this reissue comes with a 24p booklet & 7 bonus tracks!

CD

Desire Records
dsr054CD

2013

re-issue of the very first mini-LP (1984) by this New York Noise Rock
phenomenon, comes with 24p booklet with extensive liner notes by band
members & 8 rare bonus tracks; for the first time on CD

€13,00

www.desirerecords.bigcartel.com

2013

The Beauty & The Beast - LOCRIAN have created a masterpiece, their
elaborated post-rock / doom metal / slow psychedelic & experimentall drone
ranges from highly beautiful & melancholic soundfields to aggressive
outbursts, always slow & creepy, existing in a sphere beyond the rational
mind....

€14,00

www.relapse.com

2013

Mexican re-issue of this rare beauty from 1991 (MC, Toracic Tapes & Obuh
Records), a collaboration with JORGE REYES who used lots of 'preColumbian instruments' like tepnatzles, pitchers, goat hoofs, turtle shells,
butterfly cocoons, etc. etc... re-mastered by F. LOPEZ in 2011 & dedicated to
REYES who died in 2009

€10,00

http://ruidohorrible.wordpress.com

2013

a 3-hour recording of this Japanese impro / avantgarde / drone ensemble (ex
EAST BIONIC SYMPHONIA and students of TAKEHISA KOSUGI from the
legendary TAJ MAHAL TRAVELLERS), made at the INSTAL festival in
Glasgow 2008; "A form of sound that does not turn into music and a group
that does not produce harmony"; 4 LPs with printed inner sleeves in silkscreened PVC sleeve, along with liner notes and photos

€40,00

www.pan-act.com

CD

CD-R

Relapse Records
RR7204

Ruido Horrible rh073

4 x LP BOX PAN Records PAN 25

5

49 MENTER, WILL - Always Sound

BOOK / 3 x ReR Megacorp
CD
ALWAYS SOUND

2013

200 page book of photographs, texts and documents, all full colour, along
with 3 CDs presenting the great "land art" of British (sound) artist PHIL
MENTER, who uses natural elements like wood, slate, stone, water, etc.. for
his huge (often outdoor) installations, sound sculptures and (dance)
performances...very beautiful, highly recommended !

€30,00

€8,00

www.rermegacorp.com

50 MENTHE DE MENTHE - Amore

MC

Voluntary Whores
[8VOWHO010]

2013

10th tape on the great German tape label, always using coloured MC bodies
& oversized art-covers (21x21cm) with additional object inside (this time a
plastic heart & nail) => C-30 by the mysterious (Italian?) project MENTHE DE
MENTHE, experimental electronics mainly based on vintage analog synth
sounds.. lim. 50 copies only

51 MERZBOW - Samidara

LP

Placenta Recordings #
217

2012

three tracks recorded 2009, "using the method of several granular synthesis
programs and random process of the composition" (MASAMI AKITA); lim.
250 copies only, on yellow vinyl; only few in stock!

€17,50

www.placentarecordings.blogspot.de

CD

Sub Rosa SR311

2013

crazy, chaotic anti music with free jazz influences, improvised with voice &
instruments, with enough tension & silent parts to take you on a ecstatic
journey... to suck you in.... and spit you out again!

€13,00

www.subrosa.net

LP

Fragmented Factory
[FRAG23]

2012

radical voice experiments & sound poetry, cathartic & challenging stuff! =>
"extreme regenerative vocals" it is called.. 23 tracks, ed. of 317 copies

€16,50

www.fragmentfactory.com

LP

Rotorelief
ROTOR0037-C

2013

material from 1981 recorded for COME Org. and released as
LEIBSTANDARTE SS MM in 1982 (one of the most requested M.B. albums
ever), now with one replaced different track, re-mastered by CHRISTIAN
RENOU (BRUME)....brown vinyl edition, lim. 333, luxurious cover

€23,00

www.rotorelief.com

LP

Important Records
IMPREC385

2013

collaboration by NADJA with this 'brutal orchestra' from Japan (three
vocalists, two guitars and violins, etc.) feat. ex BOREDOMS member; a hybrid
of doom and neo-classical music; the lim. vinyl version has new mixes from
the limited / deleted Japanese tour-edition CD plus one extra track!

€22,50

www.importantrecords.com

CD

ReR Megacorp RER
NECKS 11

2013

one long piece of music (68 min.) that somehow stops the time-flow of the
modern world => a very reduced & clear handplayed subtleness, maybe their
most quiet & meditative work yet..... 17th album in the 26 year career of this
unique Australian trio..

€14,00

www.rermegacorp.com

2013

"a hallucination on the music of SAND by ANDREW LILES & STEVEN
STAPLETON" - long awaited new NWW album that destroys (again) all
expectations => a collage made out SAND material (incl. the legendary
"Golem") with additional arrangements on guitar, french horn and
"atmospheric grooves" feat. MATT WALDRON (IRR.APP (ext.), this is
KRAUTROCK pushed to other / new dimensions! Pic-LP version lim. 500 in
special die-cut window sleeve !!

€24,50

www.rotorelief.com

2013

"a hallucination on the music of SAND by ANDREW LILES & STEVEN
STAPLETON" - long awaited new NWW album that destroys (again) all
expectations => a collage made out SAND material (incl. the legendary
"Golem") with additional arrangements on guitar, french horn and
"atmospheric grooves" feat. MATT WALDRON (IRR.APP (ext.), this is
KRAUTROCK pushed to other / new dimensions! CD-version in deluxe
digipack with silver embossing

€15,00

www.rotorelief.com

MINTON, PHIL + AUDREY CHEN
+ GUY SEGERS + PETER
52
JACQUEMYN + TEUN
VERBRUGGEN - Quintet
MONTESSUIS, JOACHIM 53
Chapel Perilous
54 M.B. - Weltanschauung

55

NADJA & VAMPILLIA - The
perfect World

56 NECKS - Open

57

58

NURSE WITH WOUND Chromanatron

NURSE WITH WOUND Chromanatron

pic-LP

CD

Rotorelief
ROTOR0011-PD

Rotorelief
ROTOR0011

6

www.voluntarywhores.de

59

NURSE WITH WOUND Chromanatron (black vinyl)

60

NURSE WITH WOUND Chromanatron (col. vinyl)

61

NURSE WITH WOUND - Logo
from "Chromanatron" album

62 ORO!ORO! - Sastingis

PADE, ELSE MARIE & JACOB
63
KIRKEGAARD - Svævninger

64 POOK, JOCELYN - Untold Things

65 RADIGUE, ELIANE - Adnos I-III

2013

"a hallucination on the music of SAND by ANDREW LILES & STEVEN
STAPLETON" - long awaited new NWW album that destroys (again) all
expectations => a collage made out SAND material (incl. the legendary
"Golem") with additional arrangements on guitar, french horn and
"atmospheric grooves" feat. MATT WALDRON (IRR.APP (ext.), this is
KRAUTROCK pushed to other / new dimensions! Deluxe heavy-duty cover
case, black vinyl, lim. 500

€22,50

www.rotorelief.com

Rotorelief
ROTOR0011-CC

2013

"a hallucination on the music of SAND by ANDREW LILES & STEVEN
STAPLETON" - long awaited new NWW album that destroys (again) all
expectations => a collage made out SAND material (incl. the legendary
"Golem") with additional arrangements on guitar, french horn and
"atmospheric grooves" feat. MATT WALDRON (IRR.APP (ext.), this is
KRAUTROCK pushed to other / new dimensions! Wine-red vinyl in a deluxe
heavy-duty cover case with silver metal embossing, lim. 500

€24,50

www.rotorelief.com

Rotorelief

2013

white print (psychedelic design) on blue - sizes L & XL

€20,00

www.rotorelief.com

CD

Autarkeia ACD 091

2013

magic melancholia ambience from Lithuania, softly shimmering, dedicated to
the eternal winter... emotional, meditative drones using beautiful female vocal
material... lim. 200

€12,50

www.autarkeia.org

LP

Important Records
IMPREC382

2013

'when soundwaves collide' - collaboration by Danish electronic music pioneer
ELSE MARIE PADE (born 1924!) with JACOB KIRKEGAARD who composed
a brand new piece of evocative drones together, using early & so far
unreleased sound-experiments by PADE and recordings from
KIRKEGAARDS own ear; lim. 500

€22,50

www.importantrecords.com

2013

collection of works by this British film-soundtrack & theatre composer,
bringing together classic, folk & religious music in a very emotional way, with
lots of beautiful 'ethnic' vocals & chants.. perfect stuff if you like ARMAND
AMAR or LISA GERRARDs soundtrack works; re-issue of CD from 2001, now
with two bonus tracks & for special price !

€10,00

www.realworldrecords.com

Important Records
IMPREC028

2013

re-issue of the Table of the Elements box from 2002, with a cycle of highly
meditative drone-recordings made in the 1970's; sounds like pouring water
with slowly changes through time, resonances & overtunes ebb and flow like
conscousness-phenomena... fragile, organic, transforming... definitely on her
best works, playtime over 210 minutes !

€30,00

www.importantrecords.com

Old Europa Cafe
OECD183

2013

re-mastered re-issue of deleted album from 1995 (CMI.38), now with a full
disc of bonus material with tracks taken from rare MC & CD compilations
1994-1997

€17,00

www.oldeuropacafe.com

Zoharum ZOHAR 0542

2013

wonderful new album of "angelic ambience", the very spheric, droney,
spacey, mysterious side of RAPOON, extremely contemplative &
atmospheric... lim. 500 / vinyl-replica cover

€13,00

www.zoharum.com

Rune Grammofon
RLP3028

2013

first vinyl version of her debut-album from 2002 using almost entirely her own
heavily processed voice as source-material, resulting in highly experimental &
radical, often dramatic & absurd surrealistic electro-acoustic pieces.. "from
the weird and furious to the enchanting and beautiful.."

€20,00

www.runegrammofon.com

Cryptic Corp.

2013

soundtrack to a dance-theatre performance by GRACE ELLEN BARKEY &

€13,00

www.crypticorp.com

LP

LP

T-SHIRT

CD

3 x CD BOX

RAISON D'ETRE - Within the
66 Depths of Silence and
Phormations (Redux Version)

do-CD

67 RAPOON - To West and Blue

CD

68 RATKJE, MAJA - Voice
69 RESIDENTS - Mush-Room

LP + CD

CD

Rotorelief
ROTOR0011

Real World Records
CDRWG93
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RZ201301

70 RESIDENTS - Mush-Room

71 ROSE, JON - Rosin Box

LP

Cryptic Corp.
RZ201301

4 x CD-BOX ReR Megacorp ReR
& BOOK JR8-11

NEEDCOMPANY from Belgium (2013), originally sold during The Residents'
Wonder Of Weird 40th Anniversary Tour 2013'; comes in 6-panel card-wallet
sleeve
2013

soundtrack to a dance-theatre performance by GRACE ELLEN BARKEY &
NEEDCOMPANY from Belgium (2013), originally sold during The Residents'
Wonder Of Weird 40th Anniversary Tour 2013'; great cover art !!

€15,00

www.crypticorp.com

2013

for the 60th anniversary of the Australian improvisation artist & violin player
JON ROSE ReR Megacorp releases this collection of previously unreleased
works, spread on 3 CDs and 1 data disc with film-clips more & one big book:
performances, radio documentary, radio fiction... really extraordinary &
extreme stuff covering a very wide range of different approaches, concepts,
ideas..

€30,00

www.rermegacorp.com

€14,00

www.12k.com

€13,00

http://gterma.blogspot.se

€20,00

www.aurora-b.com

€16,00

www.s-srecords.com

SEAWORTHY + TAYLOR
72 DEUPREE - Wood, Winter,
Hollow

CD

12K 12k1075

2013

first full-length collaboration between the well known microsound ambient
artist and the Australian project SEAWORTHY, highly inspired by winter
landscapes, recorded in real time coaction in New York => minimal
instrumental/acoustic sounds merge with gentle atmospheric drones & nature
field recordings, celebrating the magic of the moment..

73 SEETYCA - The Luminous Deep

CD

Gterma gterma017

2012

hard to find seetyca album on a Swedish label, inspired by deep sea
phenomena & atmosphere, cold & soft & timeless...feat. three long really
suspended tracks, almost 80 min. playtime, comes with nice 16p. booklet

74 SEIROM - 1973
do-LP

75 SIGHTINGS - Michigan Haters

76 SIGHTINGS / HRVATSKI - split

77 SINN/RD - One-legged tap Dancer

Aurora Borealis
ABX058

LP

S-S Records SS060

7"

Ache Rec. ACHE 019 /
Div/orce Series # 3

12"

Dead Vox

2013
2011

first vinyl re-issue of the second SIGHTINGS album from 2002, very raw,
noisy, unpolished rumbling quasi-rock; "something like listening to TERRY
RILEY or STEVE REICH through a Big Muff at 110 decibels"

2005

first time listing of this intriguing 7" with a powerful avantgardish & punky
noise-rock track by the always impressing SIGHTINGS, and a super-crazy
collage / disco / drone / whatever piece by HRVATSKI (the former project of
KEITH FULLERTON WHITMAN); perfect for DJ's and 7" collectors !

€5,00

2013

very subtle & smooth guitar-drone post-rock with electronica & Krautrock
influences, a project with CYRIL MONNARD (LARKIAN) from Switzerland,
feat. JON ATTWOOD (YELLOW6); to discover! long play 12" / mini-LP (25+
min.)

€12,50

78
SITAAR-TAH! - Semimimimimin
79

SKULLFLOWER / MASTERY split

CD

LP

aRCHIVE Recordings
aRCHIVE32
Cold Spring Records
CSR165LP

epic debut-album by this droney newcomer (also active as GNAW THEIR
TONGUES, etc.) with very orchestral & bombastic harmonic ambience
"filtered through noise and black metal aesthetics", rawl & explosive
melancholy, very worth to check out => now available as lim. vinyl version
(300 copies) !

2008

2013

latest release by this Japanese "SITAR-orchestra" with around 30 players (!),
led by YOSHIDADAIKITI, who studied Sitar-playing with USTAD SHUJAAT
KHAN => indian raga-structures with multi-layered percussion & sitar-sounds
collide with raw throat singing with great effect! Lim. 700, silk-screen cover
designed by STEPHEN O'MALLEY, last copies now !
monolithic "black psychedelia" with lots of suction on three new tracks from
SKULLFLOWER, based on bleak guitar riffs & sequences; + almost
unlistenable extreme & fast "black metal" noise with de-humanized vocals on
Side B by MASTERY; killer-album! lim. 100 on green vinyl !

8

www.acherecords.com

www.deadvox.com

€13,00
€19,50

www.coldspring.co.uk

80 STROM NOIR - Analog Venus

81

TAIGA REMAINS - Ribbons of
Dust

THEOLOGIAN - The further I get
82 from your Star, the less Light I
feel on my Face

83 THIGHPAULSANDRA - Chamber
Music
84 VELEMARA - Abysmia

VOX POPULI! - Half Dead Ganja
85
Music

86

V.A.- They've got the whole
World in their Hands

V.A. - 30.2 - Electronica,
87 Experimental and Noise from
Africa

88 V.A. - Art of the Muses

V.A. - Mystic Soundz from India
89
(Lost Field Recordings 1968-79)

90 V.A. - Throne

MC

CD

CD

pic-LP

GINJOHA GJ-033

Root Strata 32

Crucial Blast CBR87

Lumberton Trading
Company
LUMB002LP

CD

Autarkeia ACD 090

LP

Pacific City Sound
Visions PCSV 020

do-CD

CD

Methods to Survive
001

Syrphe S013

CD

Syrphe S012

LP

Lost in Space Records
LP-02

do-CD

Cold Spring Records
CSR181CD

2012

magic early morning drones from Slovakia... C-37, lim.100, very few in stock..

€7,50

2008

re-edition of three deleted mini-CDRs from Students of Decay label,
containing recordings of very calm & smooth late evening guitar-drones, filled
with vibrations, overtones & slowly emerging feedbacks... multi-layered
cosmic melancholy.... lim. 300; beautiful letter press cover on this San
Francisco based label, probably last copies

€16,00

www.rootstrata.com

2010

great debut CD by the new project of ex N.T.T. - LEE BARTOW (aka LEECH)
from New York => dense drones with emerging harmonies & vocal material,
slowly developing into monolithic soundscapes, always spreading a feeling of
raging despair & sadness.... this is where death industrial and emotional
drone meets... or cosmic ambience emerges with power electronics?
Amazing stuff !!!! Comes w. six panel DVD digipack

€14,00

www.Crucialblast.net

back in stock last copies of the vinyl version of this remarkable album by the
uncategorizable Welsh artist ('Musique Concrete meeting Electronica & ProgRock?') who worked with / became member of COIL, SPIRITUALIZED and
JULIAN COPE; lim./numb. 525 copies

http://ginjoha.blogspot.de

€16,00

www.lumberton-trading.com

2013

brooding & creepy dark ambient industrial by this Lithuanian newcomer,
creates a completely unreal & hazy atmosphere without sounding overblown
at all... a journey into the "phantasmagorical world of dusk"; excellent, too
discover! Lim. 200 only

€12,50

www.autarkeia.org

2013

re-mastered re-issue of MC from 1987 (on the legendary CTHULHU label) by
the French ethno / folk / ambient-experimental group with female singer who
developed a very own & unique style => one studio, one live-side, pure exotic
beauty !!! Lim. 500, with inlay, US-import

€17,50

www.pacificitysoundvisions.com

€15,00

www.90-prozent-wasser.de

2012

the hyper-active (& now Berlin based) C-DRIK FERMONT compiled the
maybe very first true dark electronica & "experimental" underground
compilation with acts from AFRICA (Egypt, Tunesia, Mauritius, Morocco,
Madagascar, Angola, Reunion, South Africa and Algeria); many new names
to discover !

€12,00

www.syrphe.com

2012

compilation of female experimental music from Far East Asia with acts from
MALAYSIA, SINGAPORE, INDONESIA, SOUTH KOREA, TAIWAN,
VIETNAM, CHINA & JAPAN - 10 composers, 13 tracks, lots of new names to
discover; compiled by the amazing electro-cosmopolitan C-DRIK !!

€12,00

www.syrphe.com

2013

really exotic recordings from Indian Folk music made 1968-1979, incredible
material again with a wide range of styles from drone-ragas over jew's harp
hypnosis to wild percussive tracks...from the same label that brought us
"Mystic Soundz of Africa" before...

€20,00

2013

cheapo label-compilation presenting 33 tracks from the label-catalogue,
spanning over 100 releases by now => the ideal introduction to this long
going label (& record shop!) from U.K. for industrial & noise, power
electronics, dark ambient & drone, neo-folk & esoteric ritual muzak: EMME

€7,50

2006

1999

great 'Networking' compilation compiled by Robert Schalinski (COLUMN
ONE), with: VANCE ORCHESTRA, ILLUSION OF SAFETY,
MUSLIMGAUZE, MLEHST, BOURBONESE QUALK, MASONNA, S-CORE,
and activists from the Berlin experimental scene at that time; many groups
have 2 tracks, all exclusive stuff ! BACK IN STOCK last copies !

9

www.coldspring.co.uk

YA, Z'EV, SLEEP RESEARCH FAMILY, MERZBOW, DEADWOOD,
PRURIENT, SATORI, SKULLFLOWER, FIRE IN THE HEAD, NORDVARGR,
etc. etc..

91

92

V.A. - ZugZwang IV (RAPOON,
REUTOFF, TROUM)

CD

Chamber Music
Records CMR005

2013

WYATT, OLIVIA - Staring into the
Sun
DVD / CD / Sublime Frequencies
BOOK
SF065

93 X-NAVI:ET - Dead City Voice

94 XABEC - Closing the Circle

95 YRSEL - Abraxas

96 YRSEL - Abraxax

97 ZENIAL - Chimera

LP

CD

Zoharum ZOHAR 0531 LP / ETER 15v

Xabec (self-released)

CD

Tuguska TGSK010 /
213 Records 213cd08

do-LP

Tuguska TGSK010 /
213 Records 213v31

LP

Zoharum ZOHAR 0511 LP

2011

remaining copies of the 'ZugZwang IV' - Festival CD that happened in
Darmstadt (Germany) on Nov. 2, 2013, with mainly exclusive material from
the performing artists RAPOON, REUTOFF, and TROUM; lim./numb. 200 in
nice box closed with embossed metal-plate, incl. sticker & flyer & inlay,
incredible package !!
wonderful film from 2009 (60 min.) presenting Ethopian tribal music: OLIVIA
WYATT recorded & filmed various tribes & people with their most original
pieces (usually based on chants & rhythms) often used for ceremonies, using
very different self-made instruments like lyres, bowed lute, various flutes,
animal horn, rattles, gongs, hand drums => an amazing range of different
music & approaches; comes with 133 pages book with many colour shots
from the film, a one time pressing 1000 copies

€13,00

www.chambermusic.de

www.sublimefrequencies.com

€28,00

2013

recommended second (vinyl) album by the solo project of RAFAL IWANSKI
(HATI), a 6-track work about the psychic influences & transformations through
the CITY, a dark filmic & emotional soundtrack to confront with the 'living
dead' of one's town.... comes in nice gatefold-cover, lim. 250, with stunning
artwork by EWA BINCYK

€16,00

www.zoharum.com

2013

the last ever album of this german ambient & eletronica project (& Drone Rec.
artist) from Leipzig who developed a very own sound, containing high quality
recordings of a live-set (from "Forms of Hands" 2013) plus various rare tracks
& collaborations; lim. 300 in handmade box with embossed print & badge

€15,00

www.xabec.com

2013

third album by this French-Swedish minimal / ambient doom duo (with
member from ONDO), now feat. beautiful female vocals to create a highly
desolate but beautiful isolationistic drone muzak, mainly based on guitar &
electronic-sounds & arrangements... CD version comes in an ed. of 500
copies

€12,00

www.pactasuntservanda.se

2013

third album by this French-Swedish minimal / ambient doom duo (with
member from ONDO), now feat. beautiful female vocals to create a highly
desolate but beautiful isolationistic drone muzak, mainly based on guitar &
electronic-sounds & arrangements.. vinyl-version lim. 200

€16,00

www.pactasuntservanda.se

2013

very "old school" analogue electronic compositions from this long active
Polish artist, most of them created during a residency at legendary electronic
music studio EMS in Stockholm; recommended if you like the very reduced
analog-synth sounds from the past or contemporary stuff as ELEH... lim. 200
copies only

€15,00

www.zoharum.com

very recommended newest album by these Siberian dark archaic droners,
perfect stuff if you like the "old school" handmade atmospheric noises =>
Evil Dead Productions
€12,00
98 ZINC ROOM - In Wooden Room
CD
2012
always pulsating, sounding somehow 'metallic' & overtuned, monumental &
EDP 009
massive... reminds on the more noisy side of MAEROR TRI, NOISEMAKER'S-FIFES, etc...
DRONE RECORDS Non-Entertaining-Muzak LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO MODERN CLASSIC Explorer 7"- vinyl-series of international artists with hand- or selfmade covers 10"- vinyl concept-series SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA ('Sing the Song of the Unknown')
home of TRANSGREDIENT Records (the Troum-label : www.troum.com) shipping-adress: Stefan Knappe Celler Strasse 33 28205 Bremen * Germany answer-phone: x49-421-7942996
www.dronerecords.de / drone@dronerecords.de
www.substantia-innominata.de VAT-Nr.: DE 811 790 838 payments: bank-transfer, paypal, moneybookers
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